Appendix 7

Consultation

UML Application to discharge chemicals (methyl bromide) at the
Port of Tauranga

Ngati Pukenga ki Tauranga - Cultural Statement

Resource consent applicant
UML

Description of proposal
UML proposes to apply for a discretionary activity air discharge resource consent from the Bay of
Plenty Regional Council to discharge chemicals into the atmosphere under Rule 19 of the Operative
Regional Air Plan 2003.
UML will undertake on-shore and in cargo fumigation of logs at Port of Tauranga using methyl
bromide. Methyl bromide fumigation of logs is required by the two main log export markets of China
and India.
Methyl bromide is to be ventilated from the ship's cargo holds using a forced ventilation method to
improve dispersion. Log rows are generally ventilated passively. During periods of low wind
speeds, UML propose to employ a new mechanical ventilation method to assist with chemical
dispersal from the log rows.

Iwi/Hapu
Ngati Pukenga ki Tauranga Moana

Area of interest
Te Awanui - Tauranga Harbour and immediate environs

Cultural association
In line with other iwi and hapu of Tauranga Moana, Ngati Pukenga has a kaitiaki obligation to
safeguard Te Awanui in terms of any harmful discharges to earth, water or air.

Cultural effects
The iwi concern is in the potential for a negative impact from the release of methyl bromide into the
Te Awanui environment. While we understand that methyl bromide is a pre-requisite for the export
of logs to China and India to combat bark beetles, nevertheless we are keen to discharge our

Cultural Statement: For air discharge resource consent
to discharge chemicals into the atmosphere

Resource consent applicant
UML

Description of proposal
UML proposes to apply for a discretionary activity air discharge resource consent from the Bay of Plenty Regional Council to discharge chemicals into the
atmosphere under Rule 19 of the Operative Regional Air Plan 2003.
UML will undertake on-shore and in cargo fumigation of logs at Port of Tauranga using methyl bromide.Methyl bromide fumigation of logs is required by
the two main log export markets of China and India.
Methyl bromide is to be ventilated from the ship's cargo holds using a forced ventilation method to improve dispersion. Log rows are generally ventilated
passively. During periods of low wind speeds, UML propose to employ a new mechanical ventilation method to assist with chemical dispersal from the
log rows.

IwVHapu
Ngai Tukairangi Hapu

Area of interest
The rohe of Ngai Tukairangi extends from Mauao throughout the Mount Maunganui peninsula including the Matapihi peninsula. Other shared interest
areas include Te Papa, Sulphur Point and Otumoetai. This map was collated in 2014 for the Ngai Tukairangi, Ngati Tapu Hapu Management Plan.
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Cultural association
The following table describes some of the significant sites of Ngai Tukairangi that are located around the vicinity of the Port of Tauranga. All water and
land resources within this area are highly significant to hapu and are expected to be protected from any potential impacts as a result of the use of methyl
bromide.
SITE NAME

DESCRIPTION

Mauao

Mauao and Te Awanui are highly significant and iconic places for Ngai Tukairangi and many hapu in Tauranga Moana. This
is often expressed in pepeha "Ko Mauao to maunga, Ko Te Awanui to moana."

Mauao peninsula

Relative to the all whenua of the Mount Maunganui peninsula.

Te Awanui

This is the name of the waterway within the inner Tauranga harbour and is now presently used to describe the entire
harbour area.

Te Paritaha

Traditional mataitai gathering area now a reclaimed land area known as Sulphur Point.

Moturiki

This significant island is located near Mauao.

Motuotau

Significant island near Mauao.

Hopukiore

Significant lookout point on the Mount Maunganui peninsula.

Te Papa

This is the traditional name for the previous landblock located within the Tauranga city area.

Otamataha

This is a significant site located within the Te Papa peninsular. Many of our tupuna lie in the urupa that now resides there.

Taumata Kahawai

This is a significant battle site that is now covered over by a netball court in the central Tauranga city district previously
called Te Papa. This was once a lookout site for the presence of kahawai entering the harbour.

Cultural effects
All effects described within the cultural statement are considered cultural effects. Any impacts caused by methyl bromide within proximity of the listed
significant sites can be considered a cultural effect.
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Environmental effects
Of the utmost concern environmentally, is that methyl bromide is an ozone depleting substance.
The Methyl Bromide Reassessment Committee of the Environmental Risk Management Authority stated that `in relation to the ozone depleting properties
of methyl bromide the Committee noted that the only method of managing this is to require a ban of the substance or recapture. As there is no alternative
to methyl bromide at present, banning the substance was not considered an appropriate option" However, the Committee are of the view that requiring
recapture within a 10 year timeframe is appropriate and necessary for New Zealand to meet its obligations under the Montreal Protocol and to manage
the indirect effects that the use of methyl bromide poses to human health and the environment due to its ozone depleting properties (Environmental Risk
Management Authority, 2010).
New Zealand has an obligation under the Montreal Protocol to; "refrain from use of methyl bromide and to use non-ozone depleting technologies
wherever possible. Where methyl bromide is used, Parties are urged to minimise emissions and use of methyl bromide through containment and
recovery and recycling methodologies to the extent possible. " ( Environmental Risk Management Authority, 2010).
The Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) has stipulated that methyl bromide should not be used after 2021 without systems to recover and recycle
the gas. However fumigators may seek an extension to the phase-out timeframe (Kegley, 2013).
In light of the health and environmental impacts from the use of methyl bromide Ngai Tukairangi recommends that UML honours the Montreal Protocol to
discontinue its use by 2021 and to implement a suitable programme prior to 2021. The hapu recommends that current regulations on the use of methyl
bromide at the Port of Tauranga are uplifted to a standard that improves upon the impacts on health and environmental damage regardless of what is
dictated by the EPA.
Methyl bromide is moderately toxic to aquatic organisms. However, when applied properly, methyl bromide is not expected to enter surface waters via
run-off or erosion, therefore poses little risk to aquatic species and it is not highly toxic to most plants (Extension Toxicology Network, 1993). Ngai
Tukairangi therefore, expects appropriate management mechanisms to be implemented to ensure that there are no environmental effects on the marine
and terrestrial environments.
Social effects
The health and safety issues associated with the use of methyl bromide is likely the most significant issue for Ngai Tukairangi. As a potentially life
threatening carcinogenic substance this could have severe health impacts on our people that either work or live near the vicinity of the port. It is expected
that health and safety regulations are improved upon as a result of the success of this resource consent application. It is expected that all employees
working on the wharves of the Port of Tauranga are aware of the health and safety issues relative to the use of methyl bromide. This includes all other
staff that are potentially at risk near the buffer zones of the port.
Any other comments
Due to the sensitivity of this resource consent application, Ngai Tukairangi representatives have not been provided with much of the specific detail of this
resource consent application. Two meetings regarding this application were attended where information was shared verbally. However, it has been
difficult to make a thorough assessment of this application without full disclosure of information. The cultural statement template that was provided

a

indicates requirements similar to the extent of a Cultural Impact Assessment, although the obligation was only to provide a Cultural Statement. It has
been difficult to ascertain how much time, energy and information should be allocated to this task. Therefore, this statement is provided based on the brief
descriptions we have received from the applicant and the statement has been kept brief as a result of this.
Under normal circumstances this level of information exchange and assessment would not be acceptable to Ngai Tukairangi. However, now that a copy
of the Assessment of Environmental Effects has been viewed, in this case, the hapu have agreed to provide a cultural statement with conditional support.
Ngai Tukairangi find the impacts of methyl bromide to be highly significant and are expecting further follow up to the outcomes of this statement and the
resource consent application.
Recommendations
1. That recapture and recycle technologies are investigated and implemented prior to the expiry of the protocol.
2. That ventilation technologies described by the applicant for ship's cargo holds and log rows are applied and outlined in the resource consent
application.
3. That the currently applied health and safety regulations are improved upon and stated within the resource consent application.
4. That any potential impacts on the environment are effectively managed by the applicant and stated in the resource consent application.
5. That buffer zones are increased as indicated by UML and included in the resource consent application.
6. That monitoring of health and safety regulations is carried out frequently to ensure that these are met by staff carrying out the use and application
of methyl bromide.
7. That all staff that work on the wharves of the Port of Tauranga are aware of the methyl bromide health and safety regulations and protected from
the health impacts of its use when working in or near by fumigation areas.
8. That UML provide full disclosure of the resource consent application.
Position on proposal
Ngai Tukairangi provides conditional support to UML's proposal, provided that recommendations provided by Ngai Tukairangi are considered within the
resource consent application.
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Cultural Statement Template

Resource consent applicant
UML
Description of proposal
UML proposes to apply for a discretionary activity air discharge resource consent from the Bay of
Plenty Regional Council to discharge chemicals into the atmosphere under Rule 19 of the Operative
Regional Air Plan 2003.
UML will undertake on-shore and in cargo fumigation of logs at Port of Tauranga using methyl
bromide. Methyl bromide fumigation of logs is required by the two main log export markets of China
and India.
Methyl bromide is to be ventilated from the ship's cargo holds using a forced ventilation method to
improve dispersion. Log rows are generally ventilated passively. During periods of low wind
speeds, UML propose to employ a new mechanical ventilation method to assist with chemical
dispersal from the log rows.
IwVHapu
Ko Mauao to Maunga
Ko Te Awanui to Moana
Ko Takitimu to Waka
Ko Tamatea Arikinui to tangata
Ko Ngati Ranginui to Iwi

Ngati Ranginui Inc Soc
Ngati Ranginui Iwi Society Incorporated has a mandate to promote the cultural, environmental,
social and economic well-being and interests of its members.
Area of interest
Ngati Ranginui is one of the main mana whenua iwi belonging toTauranga Moana.. Based on the
2006 census, the estimated population of Ngati Ranginui was 7,647. The Ngati Ranginui area of
interest extends from Nga Kuri a Wharei (Waihi Beach), north of Tauranga, inland to the summit of
Mount Te Aroha, extending south-east along the Kaimai Range to Puwhenua and extending south
to the Mangorewa River. From the Mangorewa River the boundary extends north-east to
Otanewainuku and to coastal Wairakei. The area of interest includes, Mauao (Mount Maunganui),
Te Awanui (Tauranga Harbour) and the Athenree Crown Licensed Forest.

Cultural association
Through the Settlement process, the Crown recognised the following Ngati Ranginui hapu: Ngati Te
Wai, Pirirakau, Ngati Taka, Wairoa hapu (Ngati Rangi, Ngati Pango, Ngati Kahu), Ngati Hangarau,
Ngai Tamarawaho, Ngai Te AN and Ngati Ruahine.
The Ngati Ranginui hapu within the jurisdiction of Tauranga City Council are Ngati Kahu, Ngati
Hangarau, Ngai Tamarawaho, Ngati Ruahine and Ngai Te AN. Ngati Ranginui iwi Society
Incorporated supports the autonomy and independence of constituent hapu in resource
management issues and their relationships with Tauranga City Council and government agencies.
Each hapu retain their tino rangatiratanga and kaitiakitanga over their respective natural taonga and
most actively participate in resource management processes within their rohe.
Protecting the mauri and intrinsic value of the environment is of utmost importance to Ngati
Ranginui iwi and hapu..The assertion of to tino rangatiratanga and kaitiakitanga within the RMA
framework is an inherent one that Ngati Ranginui Iwi and their constituent Hapu take seriously. The
protection of people and their physical or spiritual wellbeing is also of the upmost importance to
Ngati Ranginui Iwi and Hapu. Ngati Ranginui considers the natural waterways and the Tauranga
harbour as taonga having significant natural and cultural values associated with them. The
significance of waterways and the Tauranga harbour is linked to the identity of Ngati Ranginui, its
hapu and people. Ngati Ranginui will continue to actively protect their relationship with these
taonga. Ngati Ranginui is concerned with the secondary contamination of waterways by runoff from
operations at the Port of Tauranga.
Cultural effects
Ngati Ranginui does not distinguish between environmental and cultural effect. Ngati Ranginui
considers people to be part of the environment and that any potential threat to the environment
would be no lesser threat to cultural values.
Environmental effects
Ngati Ranginui does not support the use of methyl bromide or phosphine and the residual discharge
to the environment by operation conducted at the Port of Tauranga, the cargo holds of vessels or
any other industrial sight. Ngati Ranginui understands that methyl bromide is ozone depleting gas
and a carcinogenic compound therefore hazardous to the environment including people. Ngati
Ranginui supports the requirement by ERMA to phase out the use of methyl bromide by 2021 or
alternatively, the introduction of technologies to recapture or neutralise the gas.
Ngati Ranginui will provide conditional support this particular application for consent by the Simplus
Group/UML pending mutually agreed consent conditions and or side agreement favourable to a
meaningful ongoing relationship between Ngati Ranginui and UML. And that those conditions also
reflect improved environmental and operational standards proposed.

Recommendations
That UML formalise a relationship with Ngati Ranginui. Inc Soc.
That UML clearly outline a full range of improved environmental and operational standards
proposed as part of the application, to be included in the consent.
That UML agree to provide safety badges or alarm sensors to other working crews within a distance
of the fumigation operations where there is a possibility they could become exposed to methyl
bromide.

z

That UML agree to provide employment opportunity to Ngati Ranginui people where practicable.
That UML demonstrate to local Iwi by way of yearly report, improved environmental and operational
standards are maintained.
Position on proposal
Conditional Support
Acknowledgement
I am authorised by the Board of Ngati Ranginui Iwi Inc Soc to submit this report on behalf of Ngati
Ranginui Iwi Inc Soc.

Signature:

Date:

15/1/2015
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Cultural Statement Template

Resource consent applicant
UML
Description of proposal
UML proposes to apply for a discretionary activity air discharge resource consent from the Bay of
Plenty Regional Council to discharge chemicals into the atmosphere under Rule 19 of the Operative
Regional Air Plan 2003.
UML will undertake on-shore and in cargo fumigation of logs at Port of Tauranga using methyl
bromide. Methyl bromide fumigation of logs is required by the two main log export markets of China
and India.
Methyl bromide is to be ventilated from the ship's cargo holds using a forced ventilation method to
improve dispersion. Log rows are generally ventilated passively. During periods of low wind
speeds, UML propose to employ a new mechanical ventilation method to assist with chemical
dispersal from the log rows.
IwVHapu
Ngai Te Rangi
Area of interest
Mai Nga Kuri a Wharei ki Wairakei,
Cultural association
Te Awa o Tukorako, Te Marae me to papakainga o Whareroa, Te Kohanga Reo o Whareroa,
Waikorire
Cultural effects
Our hapu and iwi have very strong views on the use of methyl bromide particularly from an
environmental and health and safety perspective. From a cultural perspective the proximity of the
log fumigation activity both in and around the port to our marae, kohanga reo and papakainga at
Whareroa is detrimental, culturally, spiritually and physically.
The marae is our cultural hub where we undertake our customs and rituals, therefore exposure to
these chemicals affects our ability to maintain our cultural practices in a safe environment.
Our people collect kaimoana and fish in close proximity to the activity also. Our ability to continue
these cultural practices is also compromised.
Environmental effects
The literature around the use of methyl bromide is vast. We are not scientists per se. We know that
this mixture of chemicals is toxic to the environment, including all forms of life, but especially for
humans and animals — marine and on land.
Unfortunately in the pursuit of fiscal returns, the environment takes second priority to the profits of
the global conglomerate and the GDP of NZ and its economy.

We believe that an innovative technique proposed by UML to diminish the adverse effects of the
dispersal of the chemicals into the atmosphere is a step in the right direction.

Recommendations
The applicant UML, should continue to work within the industry & with the NZ EPA to find a solution
to the use of these chemicals by diminishing the adverse effects resulting from the dispersal of
these chemicals.
There also needs to be a global commitment to developing innovation in this field to halt the use of
these chemicals altogether and to find alternative methods to ameliorate the adverse effects for
Papatuanuku, Ranginui and Tangaroa.
Position on proposal
Ngai Te Rangi conditionally supports the application whilst the applicant considers alternatives to
the use of Methyl Bromide for the fumigation of logs for export.to China and India.

Acknowledgement
I am authorised by Ngai Te Rangi iwi to submit this report on behalf of Ngai Te Rangi.
Donna Poka, Manager, Resource Management Unit.
Te Runanga O Ngai Te Rangi Iwi Trust,
19 Kohitatea 2015.
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kaitiaki obligations through receiving assurances that specific safety measures will be in use
governing the use of methyl bromide for fumigation purposes.
We believe this is particularly important given the fact that apart from exceptional circumstances
such as those touched on in this application; methyl bromide was effectively phased out of use in
this country in 2005.
While we are not particularly happy about the use of a banned chemical agent we agree on the
basis that the active investigation of alternative fumigation methods will from part of the applicants
future operations here in New Zealand and Tauranga in particular. Any consent approval should
incorporate this proviso.

Environmental effects
There is strong evidence available that shows that methyl bromide is an ozone depleting gas and
can be harmful to human health. By default any discharge to air must have a negative
environmental effect. As mentioned earlier, from our perspective we would like to be assured that
the applicant is looking for less harmful ways of meeting their export obligations in respect of logs
from the Port of Tauranga.

Social effects
The health and safety aspects have been mentioned earlier in this statement as have our
requirements in this regard.

Any other comments

From our preliminary discussions our understanding is that the applicant will be able to provide
improved environmental outcomes through competition. We would appreciate knowing exactly how
that is to occur and over what time period.

Recommendations
•

That UML provide a clear description of the proposed safety operating procedures whilst
conducting fumigation activities using methyl bromide.

•

That UML and the consent authority provide a monitoring plan and procedures to be
followed in the case of an accidental discharge

•

That UML and the consent authority provide regular activity reports at specific times e.g.
quarterly

•

That UML demonstrate that it is actively investigating fumigation or other methods that
would lead to the elimination of the use of methyl bromide.

•

That the consent authority receives regular updates on progress in this respect.

Position on proposal
Conditional support provided the recommendations outlined previously are able to be implemented.
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PORT OF
TAURANGA

P50/4

10 November 2014

Dylan Makgill
Team Leader Consents
Bay of Plenty Regional Council
PO Box 364
Whakatane 3158

Dear Dylan
UML SUBMISSION TO THE BAY OF PLENTY REGIONAL COUNCIL FOR AN
AIR DISCHARGE RESOURCE CONSENT
Aric Jana (UML representative) met with the Port of Tauranga on 2 October 2014 to discuss
the UML application for an Air Discharge Resource Consent with the Bay of Plenty Regional
Council.
A detailed overview of the proposed fumigation activities involving Methyl Bromide and
Phosphine was presented to the Port. The Port of Tauranga is familiar with existing
fumigation activities performed on logs involving Methyl Bromide and Phosphine, which
occur within the port limits. Discussions relating to a modelling study performed by Beca
Group on Methyl Bromide use within the Port of Tauranga were also had.
The Port of Tauranga is not significantly affected by UML's proposed fumigation activities,
provided that UML operate according to the Port's official fumigation procedures
http://www.port-tauranga.co.nz/images.php?oid=2735, and operate within the appropriate
statutory regulations.

Yours sincerely

Rowan Johnstone
PORT ENGINEER

Leading through Innovation and Commitment

BOPRC - Submission for Air Discharge RC - November 2014.docx

Port of Tauranga Limited
Salisbury Avenue Mount Maunganui New Zealand
Private Bag 12504 Tauranga Mail Centre Tauranga 3143
Phone: +64 7 572 8899 Fax: +64 7 572 8800
www.port-tauranga.co.nz

